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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Shaping global industrial
relations: the impact of
international framework
agreements
The book brings together the
contributions of 15 specialists,
both academics and
practitioners, covering the
80-plus international framework
agreements (IFAs) that existed
in July 2010. Particular attention is paid to the negotiation
and implementation of IFAs, and a number of case
studies illuminate the managerial motivation behind the
adoption of these agreements.

SKILLS FOR GREEN JOBS
Skills for green jobs: a global
view. Synthesis report based
on 21 country studies
The report examines the experiences of developed and developing countries in adjusting their
training provision to meet the
new demand for a greener
economy. It shows that while few
new occupations emerge in the
transition to greener work, massive change occurs in
existing occupations. What is more, changes in skill profiles
happen at all levels of qualifications and across all sectors,
and require action to make the provision of education
and training relevant to labour market needs.

Edited by: Konstantinos Papadakis
Publisher: ILO-Geneva Office

Authors: Olga Strietska-Ilina, Christine Hofmann,
Mercedes Duran Haro, and Shinyoung Jeon
Publisher: ILO-Geneva Office

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION
OF RADIOGRAPHS
LABOUR STANDARDS
Guidelines for the use of
the ILO international
classification of radiographs of pneumoconiosis.
(Revised edition, 2011)
This revised edition of the Guidelines supplements the preceding
2000 edition with an entirely new
Chapter 6. This chapter extends
the applicability of the ILO scheme to classifications of results
from digital radiographic images of the chest. It also identifies
principles for viewing digitally acquired images of the chest
and covers effective acquisition, display, and storage of
digital images.
Publisher: ILO-Geneva Office

International labour standards
for labour commissioners and
arbiters in dispute settlement
(23-25 November 2011,
Tagaytay, Philippines)

Publisher: ILO-International Training Centre
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CLIMATE CHANGE
Climate change: message of
our times. Excerpts from
Senator Loren Legarda’s
speeches
This compilation of speeches seeks
to educate everyone from all walks
of life who are affected by climate
change. Through this book, it was
hope to engage everyone in
positive change that would bring about a livable and secure
home for all, the children and generations to come.

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS
Disaster preparedness and
first aid handbook. A project
of the Senate Committee on
Climate Change
The manual strive to help
everyone understand the risks
and equip oneself with preventive measures to lessen, if
not eliminate, the impact of
natural hazards. We must be
ready to face these hazards and must know what to do
in order to secure ourselves in case of a disaster.

Publisher: Libro ni Loren Foundation, Inc.
Publisher: Libro ni Loren Foundation, Inc.

PREVENT AND PREPARE FOR
PANDEMICS
Business continuity
planning: guidelines for
small and medium-sized
enterprises. Increasing
resilience and mitigating
risk to enhance preparedness for crisis recovery
The manual will help identify the
risks that might affect a specific
business or organization in times of crisis and devise
strategies to reduce their impact. Lessons learned from
various sudden onset crises recommend that workers and
employers consider, ahead of time, how best to organize
their work in the face of possible disastrous scenarios, in
order to reduce their devastating impact and prepare for
immediate business recovery. Preparedness is a key
prerequisite to effective response.
Publisher: ILO Programme on Crisis Response and
Reconstruction (ILO-CRISIS)

GENDER MAINSTREAMING
Guide to mainstreaming
gender in workplace
responses to HIV and AIDS
This tool is intended to provide
guidance on mainstreaming
gender in world of work-related
initiatives addressing HIV. The
tool is designed for a wide range
of stakeholders, especially ILO constituents – governments, employers’ and workers’ organizations – as well
as ILO staff and partners.
Publishers: ILO Programme on HIV/AIDS and the World
of Work and ILO Bureau for Gender Equality
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GENERAL
Programme and budget
for the biennium,
2012-13

International Journal
of Labour Research.
Towards a sustainable
recovery: the case for
wage-led policies

Publisher: ILO-Bureau for Workers’ Activities
Publisher: ILO-Geneva

ILO publications
(September 2011February 2012)

Human Development
Report, 2011.
Sustainability and
equity: a better
future for all
(CD version only)

Publisher: United Nations Development Programme
Publisher: ILO Geneva Office
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